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Next Monthly Assembly Meeting Thursday June 18, 2020 - 7:00 pm
Illusion Warehouse, 3917 McCart Ave, Fort Worth, Texas
Three blocks north of Seminary Drive/Across from Rosemont 6th Grade

MEETINGS RETURN TO THE ILLUSION WAREHOUSE
This month Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced Phase 3 to "Open Texas." With this declaration, the Illusion
Warehouse Party Room can now open to half its occupancy certificate plus staff. This means the June Monthly
Assembly Meeting of the Alliance of Illusionists will resume at the Illusion Warehouse.
Attendance for the June meeting may not exceed 25 persons. Seating is available on a first‐come basis and seats
in excess of 25 will be removed from the room. Once the 25 person occupancy is filled, members and guests who
arrive at the meeting must be turned away.
Seats will be arranged so that there is six foot social distancing. Members may wear masks if they want to, but
they are not required at the Illusion Warehouse. People who are ill should stay home. President Bighorse has also
arranged the meeting online with Zoom so that members not comfortable attending the meeting in person may
still do so virtually.
Governor Greg Abbott says that if he implements of Phase Four later this month, the Illusion Warehouse Party
Room can open to 75 percent capacity. Unless there is a change in government mandate, with at 75 percent ca‐
pacity, future AOI meetings at the Illusion Warehouse can resume to 38 people.

JUNE MEETING TO FEATURE “CONNECTING WITH YOUR AUDIENCE”
“Connecting with Your Audience” is one of the most pivotal and im‐
portant elements for an entertainer. Virtually all performers will
acknowledge that entertainers must learn to be responsive to their
audiences, establish rapport, and make personal connections. Lots
of elements can be involved including making eye contact with audi‐
ence members, smiling onstage, and acting like they are having fun.
Most people will acknowledge that if it looks like a performer is hav‐
ing fun, generally the audience will have fun as well.
It is also important for magicians to treat audiences as real people
and put them on the performer’s level without a condescending or
having a “high and mighty” attitude. Connecting can include simple
things such as performing as close as possible to an audience, and
the importance of complimenting and conversing with an audience.
Long‐time AOI member Al Fox will be the feature presenter at this
month’s Alliance of Illusionists meeting. Al will deliver a dynamite
presentation on how to connect with one’s audience. His perspec‐
tive as an experienced and seasoned magician will be a delight for
both members and guests.

MINUTES OF THE MAY 2020 MONTHLY ASSEMBLY MEETING
SAM Assembly 138 Alliance of Illusionists President Cindy Bighorse called to order the May Monthly Assembly
meeting at 7:00 pm on Thursday May 21 using the Zoom app. Nineteen members and guests from many locations
were in “attendance.” Cindy recognized SAM 138 member Joey Byers who has just been elected as the South
Central Regional Vice‐President of the national SAM. Joey is also the 2020 President of the Texas Association of
Magicians and reported that currently the TAOM convention is still being planned for September. Approximately
one‐half of the 250 registration limit has been reached.
“Scripting Your Act” was the main core activity of the May meeting. Cindy started the discussion by explaining
that as an engineer, she has observed that scripting creates rhythm, tone, and consistency. Creative magician
Jack McCoy explained his interpretation of “scripting” as “storytelling.” He reminded our group that “patter” may
come with a purchased trick, but it should be reformatted to meet the character of the performer.
Timing, emotions, gestures, and expressions are all part of the
scripting process. Jack demonstrated the difference of doing a
simple coin vanish with a silent presentation as compared to
doing the same vanish with talk and patter. He emphasized the
need to control performance speed, rate of speech, and to try
to take full advantage of the power of pause. Jack talked about
analysis of scripting and script outline, which includes set‐up,
inciting incident, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolu‐
tion.
Robert‐Houdin’s famous quote that “A conjurer is not a juggler;
he is an actor playing the part of a magician” was mentioned. In that regard, like an actor who memorizes his
lines from the playwright’s script, there are great advantages for a magician to have a memorized script for his
performances. It was noted that most of the tricks in the Tarbell Course in Magic come with a script, albeit that
while Tarbell patter is outdated, the principle is intact.
Poems, stories, memorized speech, and tricks such as "Sam the
Bellhop" or "Joe a Card Monologue" are all examples of script‐
ing. Another advantage of memorized scripting is that the cli‐
max of jokes can be in the right place. Like a comedian deliver‐
ing a monologue or set of jokes, refinement comes with repeti‐
tion. Scripting also means that the presentation of tricks are
fully flushed out. Rhythm, continuity, and proper climax, and
misdirection can often be enhanced with proper scripting.
Ava Byers and Joey Byers next took the Zoom stage with their
take on “scripting.” Ava usually performs to music, which often
becomes part of her scripting. She chooses music that fits the theme of her act and uses music both as the gover‐
nor to indicate timing and where she is in her performance. Often she chooses music to provide the storyline of
her presentation and provide the rhythm for her overall act.
The Assembly continued with other discussion. Experiences, ideas, and observations were all voiced. It was a
great evening of fun and laughter, hallmarks of the Alliance of Illusionists.
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MINUTES OF THE MAY 2020 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
SAM Assembly 138 Alliance of Illusionists President Cindy Bighorse called to order the May Executive Committee
meeting at 6:00 pm on Thursday May 21. In attendance were Vice‐President Jack McCoy, Secretary Bruce
Chadwick, Treasurer Mark Bynum, Historian Joey Byers and Member at Large Al Fox. Not in attendance was Ser‐
geant at Arms Joe Rotio. The meeting was an online meeting using the Zoom app. All members‐in‐good‐standing
(2020 dues‐paid‐up members) were invited to attend. Also in attendance online were Jimmie and Lisa Fulce.
The minutes of the April Executive Committee Meeting were approved as printed in the May edition of the SER‐
VANTE. Treasurer Mark Bynum reported that the club has received no income since the last meeting and that we
had only one expenditure, the amount of $10.65 for Mail Chimp. The balance in our Operating Account (checking
account) is currently $1299.73.
TAOM President Joey Byers reported that the TAOM convention is still “all go,” but that planning is currently on
pause until more is known about the Covid situation. The TAOM Planning Committee is waiting before spending
on things such as the souvenir program, summer mail out, hiring additional talent, and so forth. Joey reported
that the hotel has notified our TAOM committee that our committee must notify the hotel by the end of June if
we intend to move forward with the convention, and if so the convention would need to meet its room quota.
Bruce voiced his disapproval with the hotel playing “hard ball” with our committee, and especially in their de‐
mand that we meet our room quota with the uncertainty of Corona. President Byers concurred. Joey will contact
the hotel to talk with management about this “deadline.” Joey mentioned that he would like to put a “message
from the President” on the www.taom.org/2020 website to update the association on the planning status of your
convention. A Zoom TAOM Committee Planning Meeting will be called on Thursday evening May 28.
Discussion ensued spending the approximate $15 monthly fee to subscribe to Zoom. The subscription can be can‐
celled at any time. A motion was made and approved. Mark Bynum will give payment information to Cindy Big‐
horse so that she can subscribe and be the host for our own Zoom meetings.
Next month’s Monthly Assembly Meeting main core activity will be a panel discussion on “Connecting with your
Audience.” Member at Large Al Fox will moderate the discussion.
Cindy reported that Joey Byers was elected as the South Central Regional Vice‐President of the SAM. It was
agreed that our club needs to place greater emphasis on the benefits of the SAM national organization.
With no further business, the meeting concluded at about 6:40 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce Chadwick, Secretary
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Greetings Fellow Magicians,

“Keep your eye on the little red ball!”
Well, doesn’t that just open up a can of worms! Why do you want me to watch a “little red ball?” What are you
doing while I’m distracted? Do you expect me to fetch that little red ball? That ain’t happening; my nose is too
dry, too warm and if I get on all fours, I’m not getting up. Those are the questions initially running through my
head. But let’s finish watching the act.
The Magician lifts the ball for all to admire, proudly displaying it high in the air, pausing for just a moment to let
you take in its vibrant color, its perfect contours, the nearly invisible seam. The veneration reflects on the Magi‐
cian’s face. He handles the ball gently, bringing it down and shielding it with a silken cloth of the finest qual‐
ity. The Little Red Ball responds to his touch and suddenly springs to life.
The ball begins to dance, appearing then hiding from view, gracefully bounding from hand to hand. The ball be‐
comes one with the Magician, both trusting one another and bringing joy to all who observe their interac‐
tion. Then just as quickly, she withdraws from view all together. The engaged observer knows that they will do
this again and soon.
Trust is an interesting thing – it’s quickly accepted, easily lost, then difficult
to reclaim. As magicians, family, friends, and yes, even politicians, we hope
– no, we need ‐ to earn the trust of our peers. We need to capture some‐
one’s attention and hang on to it for a very long time. That means not only
gaining trust, but loyalty as well.
People are always watching, especially those who stand in the lime‐
light. Every move is judged, even if the audience is focused on the Little Red
Ball. If you, the magician, handle something as seemingly insignificant as the
ball with honor, your audience will feel secure with you as well.
Treating the Little Red Ball with respect shows that you value everyone,
even the littlest of them all. You have uncloaked the treasures that lie deep
within someone else and use your talents to let those shine above your own
personal gain.
So continue to touch the heart and soul of the most insignificant. Value life over lifestyle and you will go far. Au‐
diences will come back to watch you again and again.
Cindy Bighorse, President
Bruce Chadwick SAM Assembly 138
Alliance of Illusionists Inc.
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MARK BYNUM
FEATURED MEMBER
ALLIANCE OF ILLUSIONISTS
Mark Bynum was born in Irving, Texas, in 1952, which makes him a whopping 68 years young. An infamous claim
to fame is that Mark lived about five blocks from Lee Harvey Oswald’s residence at the time of President Ken‐
nedy’s assassination. Mark graduated from Irving High School with honors in 1970. He graduated from the Uni‐
versity of Texas at Arlington in 1974 with a degree in Architecture. Since then he has been self‐employed with a
Landscape Design and Construction Company which he still owns today even though retired.
His one daughter and four sons have given him seven grandchil‐
dren, two of which have graduated high school in this historical
year of Covid‐19 graduation ceremonies and proms. His third
son is a staff sergeant in the Marines and is currently deployed in
the Middle East, and is in his 14th year of service. All four sons
are Eagle Scouts and Mark has been associated with the Scouting
program as a youth, as an Assistant Scoutmaster, and a Scout‐
master of over 15 years.
Bynum’s home since 1999 is in Arlington, a mile from Cowboy
Stadium and Ranger Stadium. “I have put so much time, effort,
and money into this property that I plan to have my boots on
when they haul me out of here.”
You could say that Mark is a “joiner,” having been President of the Latin Club and Chess Club in High School (yes,
he was a nerd), the Architecture Fraternity, Eastside YMCA, Texas Association of Nurserymen, Fort Worth Bonsai
Society, and the Lone Star Bonsai Federation.
Mark’s main hobby is the art of Bonsai and he is the Director of the Fort Worth Japanese Garden Bonsai Collec‐
tion. Mark has over 150 bonsai trees, which takes up a bunch of his time every day for maintenance. “I love it
and I am pretty good at it, too, having won several awards of excellence in the Art.”
The Art of Magic has always held a fascination for mark. It
started with Mark Wilson’s “Magic Land of Alakazam” on
Saturday morning TV in the early 60’s when he was about
10 years old. Interestingly enough, his mother went to
Highland Park High School with the then Jimmy Wilson,
who went on to Magic Legend status as Mark Wilson.
“I do not have great expectations in developing my magic
skills beyond a parlor magician and so the simplest tricks
with table props are what I like” says Mark. “I have
learned through my life to associate with people whose
interests are the same as mine, thus I joined SAM 138.“
“Learning new skills is much more fun and lasting when
shared with new friends. I am a firm believer in supporting
any organization that I join. Iook forward to the TAOM con‐
vention in September and all the club’s future endeavors.”
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TAOM 2020 NEWS
2020: Perfect Vision for TAOM
THE RE‐OPENING OF TEXAS
Family and friends of the Texas Association of Magicians, it has been a CRAZY 3 months....has it not? For some of you,
your online, web meeting attendance has quadrupled. For others, you now know what a web‐meeting is and have actu‐
ally attended one! Many of you are lecturing or performing magic to the web‐cam of your computer. Most of us have
viewed more Facebook and YouTube videos than we care to admit involving pets and family members doing crazy
things at home. We have been watching the weather report presented from the meteorologist's dining room table and
our favorite news anchor addressing us, with a clear view of their living room window blinds in the background! We
have witnessed sporting races and events with empty grandstands and empty arenas. We have had foods delivered to
our front door that were never really meant to be eaten outside of the premises on which they were prepared. Let me
guess...many of you have suddenly seen the inside of your co‐workers' or fellow magicians' homes for the first time ‐
right? Oh...and you have heard their pets either meowing, barking, or...yes...even snoring!
Some of you who thought yourselves to be modern or with‐it because you had
previously replaced your VHS tapes with DVDs, have been quickly ushered into
the technical fast lane of the 2020s. No doubt you find yourself walking‐the‐
walk and talking‐the‐talk by asking an offending web conference attendee to
"go on mute because the feedback coming through the audio feed on their
web‐meeting connection is disrupting your virtual conference!"
Is it just me, or have the last three months felt like one, long, absurd day that
will not end? In this edition of the column, I want to address some things that
you already know, tell you a couple things you may not know, and then pre‐
sent a call to action.
What you know:
Like me, you are watching the news programs, all of which truthfully appear
to be unashamedly left or right wing, but rarely unbiased or neutral. During
this deadly pandemic and series of events that have spawned serious racial
and civil tensions, you have become well‐versed in the clichés being spread
over the airwaves. You know that we live in either "challenging, uncertain, interesting, or trying times," and that we are
witnessing these "unprecedented events" while we are "sheltered at home.” We have gained weight by eating "no‐
contact delivery" food while "quarantined in the safety of our homes," participating in "virtual" events (possibly Your
2020 TAOM President making a "virtual" pay check?) with the result that "the distance between us has grown" while
the world is experiencing "social or racial unrest." You have heard all of that many times ‐ right? By the way, there is a
cleverly titled article in the June LINKING RING magazine called "Sheltered Online" (p. 58) ‐ you should definitely check
it out if time permits.
Finally, you, like me, have witnessed the prevailing shortage of tempers and tolerance. Finger pointing is everywhere;
Republicans blaming Democrats; Democrats blaming Republicans. Racial intolerance and hatred is surging. Facebook
and Twitter posts, along with television news broadcasts, have been critical, and overtly indicative of the intolerance
and hatred I mention ‐ EVEN AMONG OUR MAGIC BROTHERS AND SISTERS! That is what you know; what we all know.
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Now, what you may not know: Amidst all of this uproar and commotion, the TAOM Planning Committee is trying to
make good on our promise to deliver a quality TAOM convention. We are working with the hotel to line up ballroom
and meeting room modifications, should it be necessary to maintain social distancing. We are discussing the 6‐feet‐
away "Wait Here" signs, acrylic counter top dividers, and maximum occupancies for elevators and ballrooms. We are
considering the schedule for room sanitizing and refreshing between events to ensure the safety of the attendees.
As Texas begins to re‐open, sports are ramping up, restaurants and shopping have opened up at 50%, and that number
is projected to move to 75% by the end of June. Our TAOM planners are of the opinion that Texas needs magic. Texas
magicians need magic. As the re‐opening commences, we want to be the leaders in that reopening. We want to help
SET the standard for conventions and large group meetings as the country re‐opens. To me, it is not just about re‐
opening. It is about blazing new paths, setting new standards, it is about restoring fellowship and relationships, and it is
most certainly and most importantly about healing.
Call to Action: At this point none of our talent or dealers have cancelled, and the convention is still a GO! However,
what we are trying to do requires some cooperation on your part ‐ along with a bit of patience and effort from every‐
one in advance in order to make this happen.
In all honesty, those people who always wait until August to register for the TAOM are injuring our cause. We have half
the number of registrations we are hoping for. Our talent does not want to come and play to a half‐filled venue. Our
dealers do not want to spend the time, effort, and money to come, knowing that they will not make a profit. Our work‐
shop presenters do not want to travel from out of state if they are not going to be able to present their skill and ideas,
and to sell their products to a full house of registrants ready to learn and adopt their ideas. If everyone who has not
registered for the convention waits until August to register for a September convention, we cannot deliver the quality
convention that you all want and deserve.
Do you want a top‐notch convention to happen? We need to know NOW that you are with us and that you want a
great convention. Explore the TAOM.org/2020 website all you want to get a feel for the talent and the events, and then
tell us that you want the fabulous convention described on the website by committing NOW. If you are planning to
attend the convention, let us hear your voice by registering for the convention now. We need you to book your hotel
rooms ASAP through the website links to get the $109 nightly rate.
We want you to attend the TAOM convention in September and help us define (cliché alert!) the new normal. We don’t
want you to simply accept how things evolved and came to be 6 or 8 months from now. Rather we want you to actually
be a part of shaping and determining how things will re‐open post covid quarantine. We need each other here. We
need you. Our performers need you so they can perform. Our dealers need you so they can deal, and our contestants
need you so they can compete. But I propose that YOU need us as well. You need the magic and you need the fellow‐
ship and comradery with your magic family that the convention will provide. YOU NEED THE HEALING. Without
you...there will be no convention, so register and let us hear your voice now!
The craziness and ugliness of the past 90 days has reared its shameful head. But, we can all be about restoring and
healing. TAOM 2020 is about magic, but also about restoring and healing. You have to want these things, and you have
to show that you want them. R&R...Register and Reserve now.
I hope to see all of you soon at the TAOM convention when we can share all of our scary and crazy stories in person.
Until next month, take care, stay safe, and help someone begin the healing. As always, thank you for making Texas
magic great!
Joey Byers
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The Rings of Pattern ‐ In celebration of the historic rocket launch May
30th, I present an orbital version of an ancient math principle for the
numberphile spectator.
History ‐ This ancient number principle has been used by the magic world
in various forms such as magic squares, matrixes, and other creativities.
I’d been curious about the possibility of a circular pattern and the
following resulted. Inspiration goes to Shigeo Takagi & Ton Onosaka’s
clever ‘6 Dice Routine’. The math of theirs is different and requires the spectator to choose a color for elimination
at the beginning of the routine. For laypeople it doesn’t affect the trick’s effectiveness, but in my always quest for
purest forms this version eliminates a color without the spectator even being aware. Uniquely, 6 different force
totals are possible unlike the standard fare.
Preparation – Cut out the 5 discs and little cover strip (2 pages away). The
cover
1
strip has a portion at one end to fold up for the spectator’s ease in
handling. Laminate all or make them out of beautiful wood with inlaid numbers, or maybe of
metal to throw in ninja fashion if accused of witchcraft and wood gathering ensues. Stack
them on top of one another in pyramid fashion and use a thumb tack or whatever to pin in
the center (black dot) so each can be independently rotated. Don’t accidentally cut off the
black tabs around the discs which will aid in rotating them (paper tends to cling).
Secret ‐ The colors on each disc are in the same arrangement circling it. If you stagger any
one color from disc to disc by 1 position, all columns will end with 5 different colors
(illustration 1) with 1 color absent in each. This is inevitable since there are 5
2
discs but 6 colors. If you add each of the 6 columns in this condition you’ll find
the totals to be: 245 – 258 – 272 – 277 – 286 – 293. The colors in a column can
be varied but as per the math principle, no matter what the color arrangement is, as
long as all 5 values in a column are different colors the total will always be one of the
aforementioned depending on which color is missing. Illustration 2 is a key of each
absent color and its unique sum. This seems impossible since the numbers vary but
believe it or not, it works. I’ve added a secret value ‘key’ on the large disc, ignore the
symbols on the other discs. On the large disc, next to each color (to its right) are 3
symbols. Each symbol refers to a single digit. The 3 symbols reveal the total for that
color. This information is printed on the large disc image and shown in the ‘Sample’
on the next page (ill. 3). When assembled the writing isn’t visible.
Routine – In this starting arrangement (ill. 1), explain the values being random and therefore every column being a
different total when all the numbers in it are added together. Don’t allow them to verify or add any of them as it
should be obvious without proof being necessary. Right after talking, spin some of the discs around, thus
disturbing this initial arrangement as you explain column totals can be varied with different number combinations.
Explain they are to create a column of 5 different color numbers. Demonstrate with the tabs so they’ll understand
their uses and make it easier for them in doing the process. Once it’s clear they understand their role, turn your
back or look away and instruct them to do as you requested, rotating the discs around where 5 different color
numbers are in a straight line. Next, hand them the cover strip and request they cover that column. Once they
acknowledge having done so, turn towards them and glance down at the prop as you explain there’s no way you
can know what numbers are hidden. During your patter and as quickly as you can, note in the column opposite
their covered one (in a straight line from theirs) the color that’s missing in it. This information reveals which color
is missing in theirs; here’s why: I designed the discs where there are 3 paired / partnered colors. They are: Purple &
Blue, Red & Green, Black & Brown. Notice on each disc, those colors are opposite (across from) one another.
Therefore, when the spectator arranges their column with all different colors, whichever color is absent, it’s

partner will be absent in the opposite column. By simply noticing the absent color in the opposite column from the
hidden one, you know what color is missing in that one due to the pair / partner principle. Referring to the chart
(ill. 2), you know what the hidden column’s total is! A few trials you should get the jest of it. Of course, memorizing
it is best, if not a little crib sheet can be used. Note: If identical colors are present in the opposite column, that
means theirs does as well and the principle won’t work. In that case, innocently ask them to verify if they chose all
different colors which they’ll realize they hadn’t and ask them to adjust it accordingly as you turn back away.
Revelation – The moment you’ve determined the missing color in the opposite column, look back up. If done
quickly, they might not even notice you ever looking. Try not to stare or stop talking while you’re figuring it out.
Practice makes perfect(ish). Ask if they have a phone and to open its calculator app. Remind them you’re not
looking and to hand you the cover strip. Tell them to add the 5 values of their column. Once finished, tell them to
stare at the total as you pretend to concentrate. Write your known total on the strip. Turn back around towards
them and put it, writing side down, on the table. Mentioning the numbers in their column, ask what the total is.
Once they’ve told you, turn over the cover strip to show you’d psychically obtained it! You can prove different
values by rotating discs to make their column different, making sure the absent color the first time is now in it so a
different sum will result.
Sample: I turn away, the spectator arranges a column
where all the 5 colors in it are different, and covers
with the tab. I turn back and as quickly as possible
glance at the opposite row and note which color is
missing as I mention theirs being hidden and ask
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them to hand me the tab, looking away before they
do so. In this example the missing color is blue. Blue’s
partner (paired) color is violet so that’s what’s
missing in the covered column, and the value for
violet is ‘286’. I ask them to add their column’s 5
numbers together and concentrate on the total as I
pretend to psychically gain some sort of mental
knowledge and write ‘286’ on the tab. Turning back
around I place the tab, writing side down, onto the
table next to the disc. They reveal the total (or I
openly add the column since it’s uncovered). They
turn the tab over and discover I’ve read their mind.
Remember, for reference if needed, the large wheel
has a secret key code for reference (refer to image),
plus any disc can remind you of the 3 pairs (partners) since they’re always opposite one another on any disc. If not
laminated, the prediction can be written on a Post‐It or anything. If using the tab, write in pencil for later erasing. If
laminated use a dry erase marker.

“The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion that
stands
at
the
cradle
of
― Albert Einstein, The World As I See It

true

art

and

true

science.”

FOLD UP

2020 OFFICERS
1. PRESIDENT:
2. VICE PRESIDENT:
3. SECRETARY:
4. TREASURER:
5. SERGEANT AT ARMS:
6. HISTORIAN:
7. MEMBER AT LARGE:

Cindy Bighorse
Jack McCoy
Bruce Chadwick
Mark Bynum
Joe Rotio
Joey Byers
Al Fox

cabighorse@gmail.com
magicjack@charter.net
chadwickillusionist@yahoo.com
mark.bynum12@att.net
jrotio@yahoo.com
jbyers@us.ibm.com
alfoxmagic@hotmail.com

817‐846‐4062
682‐560‐8469
817‐832‐6062
817‐437‐8936
941‐375‐9657
972‐837‐8543
817‐845‐0419

DFW AREA MAGIC HAPPENINGS
FORT WORTH SAM ASSEMBLY 138 ALLIANCE OF ILLUSIONISTS
Meets on the third Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm at the Illusion Warehouse magic shop located at 3917
McCart Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas 76110. Contact communications@allianceofillusionists.com or go to http://
sam138.com/alliance/ or Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/162025544420781/
FORT WORTH MAGICIANS CLUB INC AND REN CLARK IBM RING 15
The two clubs meet concurrently on the first Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm at 4055 In‐
ternational Plaza, Fort Worth. See their Facebook group for other details.
MID‐CITIES MAGIC CIRCLE
Meets monthly. See the Mid‐Cities Magic Circle Facebook group.
DALLAS MAGIC CLUB, SAM ASSEMBLY 13 AND IBM RING 174
The Addison Treehouse, 14681 Midway Rd.Addison, Texas 75001 , www.DallasMagic.org.
IMPROV COMEDY CLUBS IN ADDISON AND ARLINGTON
Both comedy clubs periodically host weekend comedy magic shows. For more details go
to either www.ImprovArlington.com or www.ImprovAddison.com.
MAGIC IN THE LIVING ROOM
Periodic magic shows every 1st Tuesday at 7:00 pm at The Line Pub‐
lic
House,
940
E
Beltline
in
Richardson.
See
www.MagicLivingRoom.com for more information.
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